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Abstrat
We begin to briey survey the experimental and oneptual side of
baryon transfers in partile sattering. A disussion of baryon transfers
in heavy ion sattering follows. It shortly reviews existing string model
onepts, whih were found to be onsistent with the data. With this mo-
tivation we turn to a more areful onsideration of the relevant topologial
strutures. The baryon transfer is assoiated with one of two possible uts
in baryonium exhange. From the olor struture the baryonium an be
identied with an Odderon exhange. We onjeture that the two Odderon
uts our with an opposite sign and partially anel. As the Odderon is
predited to have a rather high trajetory it has to involve small oupling
onstants. As this suppression is not antiipated for dirative proesses
a tiny observable bakward peak is argued to our in the initial baryon
distribution in massive dirative systems.
1 Baryon transfer in partile sattering
Available experimental data
To observe the dynamis of baryon transfers over large rapidity gaps the
best data involve the stopping of leading baryons to entral rapidities. This
requires to somehow identify the initial baryons distribution. One has to rely
on the hypothesis - whih presumably holds to a satisfatory degree - that the
produed sea baryons and anti-baryons have an idential ontribution and that
a simple subtration yields the distribution of the net initial baryon harge.
Unfortunately this exludes pp¯ sattering, where the sea-baryon ontribu-
tion annot be determined from data. Unfortunately this preludes the use of
post ISR data exepting HERA and dirative systems with suiently large
Pomeron-proton subenergies. The data are therefore typially quite old. Avail-
able are spetra from meson-baryon proesses (ompiled in [1℄) and from ISR
(ompiled in [2℄). At ISR a suitable ombination of proton-proton and proton-
antiproton proesses an be used to separate forward and bakward omponent
of the inoming harge with a reasonable fatorization assumption. An old plot
[3℄ of the leading baryon harge shown below is found to be onsistent with a
∗
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1
slope (in y) of αTransfer − αPomeron = −1 with large error. That the entral
data points are somewhat on the high side an be taken as a hint of an eventual
turnover to a atter value.
      Y[Proton]
To redue the error one an integrate over the transverse momenta and to
minimize the systematial error one onsiders the ratio:
AISR =
ρinitial baryon charge(y)
ρsea baryoncharge(y)
= 0.39± 0.05, 0.33± 0.05, 0.23± 0.05
given in a graph of [4, 5℄ for y = −0.4, y = 0 and y = +0.4. The entral
derivative of AISR obtains no ontribution from the (symmetri) sea-baryon
distribution. Assuming the usual exponential distribution A ∝ exp[(αTransfer−
αPomeron)y] the quantity
d/dy AISR
AISR
|y=0 = αTransfer − αPomeron = −0.49+0.42−0.37 (1)
just yields the slope. While not yet in ontradition with the initial interept
the preferred value is now onsiderably less.
New preliminary data ome from the H1 experiment at HERA [6℄. They
observed the initial baryons asymmetry at laboratory rapidities
AH1 =
ρinitial baryon charge(y)
ρsea baryon charge(y)
= 0.08± 0.01± 0.025 (2)
A simple extrapolation of the ISR value aounting for the larger rapidity range
spanned would have "predited":
AH1 = 0.061
+0.243
−0.046 (3)
Hene the H1 values lie within the expeted range. The trajetories required by
the HERA ratio ompared with its ISR value is now (see also [7℄)
αTransfer − αPomeron = −0.4± 0.2 .
If the preliminary data are nalized, this onrms the attening of the traje-
tory.
2
Dual Topologial piture The slowing down of the baryons is determined
by the interepts of the relevant exhanges. The basi philosophy of the Dual
Topologial model [8℄ in the lassiation of suh exhanges [9℄ involves mate-
rializing or suppressed strings. Materializing means that the initial olor
elds are neutralized by a hain of hadronizing qq pairs, suppressed means
hadron-less neutralization by an exhange of a single quark. It is well-known for
the Pomeron and the Reggeon exhanges where the ut Pomeron ontains two
materializing strings while the ut Reggeon ontains one suppressed and one
materializing string. As a general rule ontributions with various suppressed
strings have to be onsidered as independent and additive. For eah suppressed
string an extra fator (
√
1/Mstring) appears and restrits the suppressed on-
tribution to low energies or narrow rapidity ranges.
For a nulear exhange one starts with a ompletely suppressed exhange, i.
e. with the square of the quasi-elasti nuleon exhange amplitude
αIIIjunction − 1 = 2(< αNucleon > −1) = −2 (4)
known from elasti bakward sattering. Eah of the three exhanged valene
quarks an now be replaed by a materializing string. Corresponding to three,
two, one or zero strings there are four ontributions with trajetories spaed by
one half. At onsidered energies the leading two of these baryonium trajeto-
ries with two and three hadronizing strings
α0junction − 1 = −0.5, αIjunction − 1 = −1.0 (5)
will be relevant. They ould be responsible for the initially steep (≈ −1.0) and
then possible attening (≈ −0.5) slope observed in the data disussed above.
However the value of the nal trajetory is rather unertain. Values of
αIjunction − 1 = −0.8 ... 0 were proposed in the literature [10, 11, 12℄. The
orrespondene to the Odderon disussed below will give support to a at value.
Implementation in Dual Parton model based Monte Carlo odes At
present energies nonleading Regge exhanges will have no strong eet on ross
setions. To understand the nal state struture loal baryonium exhanges
within a global Pomeron exhange have to be onsidered. A fatorization among
strings allows to ignore the quark string whih is ommon to both trajetories
and the inlusion of suh exhanges is therefore straightforward:
cut
membraned
cut
Pomeron
identical identical
cylinder
The transition of the remaining diquark string (baryonium remnant) into an
antiquark string (Pomeron remnant) an be implemented in a usual fragmenta-
tion sheme by a suitable hoie of the splitting funtion involving quark and
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diquark transitions. It was implemented in most string models e.g. [13, 14, 15℄
and it is part of the JETSET program (as diquarks or as pop-orn mehanism
[16℄). Without relying on string fatorization leading- and sea-baryon exhanges
are also implemented in HIJING/BB¯ [17℄.
2 Baryon enhanement
in dense heavy ion sattering
Conepts for slowing-down initial baryons There are a number of on-
ventional mehanisms enhaning baryon transfer and entral baryon prodution
in multiple sattering proesses for string models. They are helpful in some
regions but not enough to explain the large stopping in heavy ion sattering
[18, 19℄.
To understand the data it seems neessary to inlude interplay of string if
they get suiently dense in transverse spae. It was proposed that there are
new speial strings [20, 21℄. In ontrast, we shall maintain here the general
fatorization hypothesis between initial sattering in the quark phase and the
nal hadronization within standard strings.
Consider an inoming baryon. The usual Pomeron exhange in the Dual
Parton model leaves a quark and a diquark for the string ends. Diquarks are
no speial entities and multiple sattering proesses have no reason not to split
them in a onventional two Pomeron interation [22, 7, 23, 24, 25℄. It is natural
to expet that diquark break-ups onsiderably slow down the baryons evolving.
The probability for suh an essentially unabsorbed [26℄ proess is [27, 28, 29, 22℄:
[break up]/[no break up] ∝ [cut Pomeron number]− 1 (6)
As required by the experimentally observed slowdown this is a drasti eet for
heavy ion sattering [22℄ while for hadron-hadron sattering multiple sattering
are suiently rare to preserve the known hadron-hadron phenomenology. How
suh proesses are aeted was onsidered numerially in [25℄ and no manifestly
disturbing eets were found.
We emphasize that the behavior of the baryon quantum number slowed down
by suh a break-up is not trivial. In topologial models the baryon ontains Y-
shaped olor eletri uxes. Two Pomerons interepting two dierent branhes
will leave two free valene quarks and a valene quark onneted with the
vortex line with the veloity of initial baryon whih will subsequently form the
end of the strings. The energy distribution of quarks with vortex lines (or of
the fully separated vortex lines) in the struture funtion is a priory not known.
Speial baryon transfers in the Topologial model For a more detailed
desription of the slowing down we turn to the Dual Topologial model [9℄
introdued above. A disussion of baryon transfers in suh a framework was
reently given by Kharzeev [30℄. We will here emphasize topologial aspets.
In topologial models a Pomeron exhange orresponds to a ylinder on-
neting the two sattering hadrons. If one onsiders an arbitrary plane inter-
seting this exhange the intersetion of the ylinder is topologially a irle.
More speially amplitudes with lokwise respetively antilokwise orien-
tation have to be added or subtrated depending on the harge parity. The
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ylinders or the irles therefore ome with two orientations. This distintion
is usually not very important as it is always topologially possible to attah
hadrons in a mathing way; exept for C-parity onservation no speial restri-
tions result.
Pomerons have a transverse extent and if they get lose in transverse spae
they should interat. Hadroni interation is suiently strong to be largely
determined by geometry. It is therefore reasonable to expet that the oupling
does not strongly depend on the orientation as long as there is no mehanism
of suppression.
The two distint ongurations lead to dierent interations. Two Pomerons
with the same orientation an if they touh (starting loally at one point in the
exhange-hannel time) shorten their irumferene and form a single irle:
+ =>
This then orresponds to the usual triple Pomeron oupling experimentally well
known from dirative proesses.
For two Pomerons with opposite orientation the situation is more ompli-
ated. Like for soap bubbles the two surfaes whih get in ontat an merge
and form a single membrane. The joining inverts the orientation of the mem-
brane. On the interseting plane one now obtains  instead of the single irle
 three lines originating in a vortex point and ending in an anti-vortex point as
shown below:
+ =>
Laking a topologial name for the objet the term membraned ylinder will be
used in the following.
How do this membraned ylinder ontribute to partile prodution? Simi-
lar to the triple Pomeron ase there are three dierent ways to ut through a
membraned ylinder:
2 1
The ut numbered 1 whih also intersets the membrane has vortex lines on both
sides. They present a topologial desription of the baryon transfers onsidered
above. By symmetry they ontribute with a positive sign. Cuts whih interset
only two sheets numbered 2 ontribute to the two string ontribution. Their
sign is unknown. As they ontain a losed internal fermion (vortex line) loop
we here assume a negative sign.
The identiation with the Odderon Even though QCD annot presently
be used to alulate soft proesses the typial absene of abrupt hanges in
experimental distributions indiates that there is no disontinuous transition
between soft and hard reations both formulated on a partoni level in the frame
work of the topologial model. This provides the hope that hard proesses an be
used as a guide and that soft proesses an be parametrized as an extrapolation
of alulable hard proesses.
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The topologial onsiderations are based on the 1/NC - expansion. Not to
loose some of the younger physiist, this approximations selets ontributions
aording to the magnitude of their olor fators. To leading order 1/NC gluons
an be represented by pairs of olor lines and the olor fators just represent the
number of oloring hoies. For an amplitude of a given struture with a given
number of ouplings the leading ontribution an be drawn without rossing.
An example of a leading and a nonleading ontribution is shown below:
a   b
The leading term (denoted a) ontains a new line on the top whose olor an be
freely hosen. Some amplitudes require speial ontributions; in this situation
the leading terms an be drawn without rossing on topologial strutures whih
are more ompliated than the simple plane onsidered above. An example is
the ylinder assumed to be responsible for the Pomeron ontribution.
The known example of the soft hard orrespondene is the onnetion between
soft and hard Pomerons. To identify the hard partner of the soft Pomeron we
rst observe that the simplest representation of a Pomeron in PQCD involves the
exhange of two gluons whih an form olor singlets with the required positive
harge parity. Following this onept it an be shown [31℄ that a generalization
of suh an exhange gives the dominant ontribution at very high energies in a
well dened approximation. It is alled hard or BFKL Pomeron and involves a
ladder of two exhanged Reggeized gluons linked by a number of gluons. In the
topologial expansion the leading struture of a BFKL Pomeron orresponds to
a ylinder with the two basi gluons exhanged on opposite sides parallel to the
axis:
=
Their mathing inner olor lines an be linked in front of the ylinder without
olor line rossing. Analogously their mathing outer lines an be onneted on
the bak of the ylinder.
Going bak to the soft regime the basi assumption in topologial mod-
els is that the 1/N -expansion stays valid and that the soft Pomeron therefore
maintains its ylindrial struture needed for the two string phenomenology of
hadroni nal states. If ut, soft and hard Pomerons therefore lead to similar
two string nal states. As dierene it remains that the trajetory of the ob-
served soft Pomeron is just shifted downward roughly by a third of a unit from
hard Pomeron alulated in leading logarithmi approximation.
Can one nd a similar onnetion for the membraned ylinder? The simplest
representation spanning suh a topologial struture involves three gluons, one
on eah sheet exhanged parallel to the axis. Any gluon linking these exhanges
has then to pass through a vortex line in whih the three sheets join. In the
1/N expansion extended to baryons this means that the olor lines have to ross
passing this line. The basi struture of the membraned ylinder exhange is
therefore the following:
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<=>
N   gluon exchangesc
Looking from the other side a olor singlet of three gluons an have the
quantum numbers of a Pomeron or an Odderon [32℄. There is a simple topo-
logial property of the Odderon. A single unrossed gluon onnetion (of type
a) would projet the olor struture of the pair to that of a single gluon and
the exhange would have to orrespond to a Pomeron-like ontribution. The
Odderon will therefore have to involve rossed links. Hene it has exatly the
topology of the membraned ylinder.
To visualize the baryoni olor struture of the Odderon with its rossed ex-
hanges one an replae the exhanged gluons by quark antiquark pairs without
hanging olor lines. The so modied membraned ylinder just represents an
exhanged baryon antibaryon pair.
In the same QCD approximation as the hard Pomeron the properties of
a hard or BKP Odderon [33℄ were alulated and the predited interept is
0.96 [34℄. Again a mismath between this hard leading logarithmi Odderon
interept and the experimentally observed soft value (preliminarily ≈ 0.6± 0.2)
by about a third of a unit an be expeted the Odderon trajetory.
3 Experimental onsequenes
of membraned ylinder exhanges.
Odderon in ts to total hadroni ross setions
The assumed negative ontribution from the asymmetri two string ut makes
the understanding of total ross setions diult on a quantitative level. It is
possible that the membraned ylinder exhange has a small or almost vanishing
imaginary part. In this way there are no (presumably anyhow not serious)
onstraints from total ross setion ts. The anellation allows a small or
vanishing Odderon to ontain learly measurable individual omponents. In
this way data on baryon exhange an be used to determine the
Odderon in heavy ion sattering
In heavy ion sattering where the Pomerons are dense in transverse spae
they an join and form a Pomeron or a membraned ylinder. The individual
strings are no longer independent but the general piture of partile prodution
in separate universal strings survives. The probability of an interation of strings
and of membraned ylinder exhanges is growing proportional to the density:
[number of membraned cylinders]
[Pomeron number]
∝ [Pomeron number][Pomeron radius]
2
[nucleus radius]2
(7)
The transition from a Pomeron pair to the entrally ut membraned-ylinder
involves baryon antibaryon pair prodution. Between a proton and a Pomeron
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the ut membraned-ylinder is a very eient mehanism of baryon stopping.
Both eets orrespond to experimental observations. As the trajetory is not
well determined it is hard to obtain really reliable quantitative statements whih
an be tested onviningly with results in heavy ion sattering.
The bakward peak in diration and possibly in eletro prodution
There is however a very spei qualitative predition whih an be tested.
Consider a dirative system whose mass exeeds ISR energies. Usually the
diratively produed partiles will originate in two strings of a ut Pomeron
and the baryon harge will stay on the side of the initial proton. As usual
there might be some migration to the enter with a slope in rapidity eventually
orresponding to the dierene of the Odderon and the Pomeron trajetory.
Topologially it involves a horizontal ut through the following struture:
2 P    I
P                      BaryoniumI
The high Odderon trajetory argued for above requires a lear suppression
from the oupling onstants to stay onsistent with data. No suh suppression
is expeted at a two Pomeron vertex. In onsequene at a ertain distane it
should be more favorable for the membraned ylinder to span the total dirative
region and to utilize the more favorable oupling to the two Pomerons. In this
way the initial baryon will sometimes end up exatly at the end of the string.
It should be visible if one plots the rapidity distribution in relation to the inner
end of the dirative region, i.e. as funtion of
y{Pomeron} = y{CMS} − ln
m
√
s
M(diffr.)
To illustrate the expeted small bakward peak we show the result of a
alulation with the PHOJET Monte Carlo ode [35℄ of the inoming proton
spetrum for dirative events with a mass of 300 GeV for pp-sattering of
1.8 TeV with standard parameters below. To selet dirative events a lower
uto of xF = 0.95 was used. PHOJET ontains diquark exhanges and yields
reasonable baryon spetra in the forward region. To obtain the postulated
bakward peak we just mixed in a suitable sample of inverted events (with
disabled diquark exhanges).
4 Conlusion
Our aim with this talk and with the more detailed paper [36℄ is to enourage
measurement of the initial baryon distribution in high mass dirative systems.
Similar measurements of a bakward peak in eletro prodution might also be
possible at HERA.
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The predition is important as it has manifest onsequenes for heavy ion
proesses, where it oers a strong mehanism for entral baryon prodution and
for the transport of initial baryons to the entral and opposite region. It might
also larify the role of the Odderon.
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